Get’s solid Tungsten Carbide-protected Pulper Shoes protect and extend the life of the Pulper Rotor, producing a better quality product more efficiently.

Good Earth Tools Carbide Can Help Protect Recycling Equipment!

The Recycling Industry covers a wide array of processing in a large variety of facilities. Plastic, rubber, paper, and carpet are vastly different recyclable products, but the wear-related problems remain the same. Good Earth Tools has more than 50 years of experience in helping customers keep their cutting blades sharp, their conveyor chutes solid and straight, and their hammers crushing consistently.

For example, one recycling facility has gone through 10 production points on standard crown cutters while the GET crown cutters maintain a sharp cutting edge and have not needed to be turned even once. Our Tungsten Carbide-protected hammers show more than 80% increase in part life.

We have engineered Carbide solutions with the goal of providing:

- High-quality, consistent product for a longer duration
- Impact and abrasion resistance
- Higher production rates
- Longer wear life requiring less downtime, maintenance, and safety issues

*Good Earth Tools can help you lower operating costs and produce a higher quality product!*
Good Earth Tools Provides:
• Reliability
• Service and experience
• Technology
• Production
• Solution-specific engineering and manufacturing
• Engineering support

Good Earth Tools Benefits:
• Reduced maintenance costs
• Reduced inventory costs
• Corrosion resistance
• Increased run time
• Made in USA
• ISO certified

“More than 50 years of experience in solving tough wear situations in many industries and applications.”

The Highly Skilled Good Earth Tools Dedicated Team Makes the Difference!

+1.636.937.3330 • www.GoodEarthTools.com
For 50+ years, Good Earth Tools has solved the world’s toughest wear problems: mining, mixing, material handling, sizing, crushing, blending, and separating. Challenge us to improve your operations with innovative solid Tungsten Carbide wear technology.

*Tough problems? Tough Solutions!* 
Good Earth Tools Works for You!